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Annual General Meeting Minutes 22nd May 2018

MINUTES of the ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF STANLEY TOWN COUNCIL
Held at Stanley Civic Hall on Tuesday 22nd May 2018 at 6.30pm
PRESENT:

B Nair*
A Clegg
J Nicholson
J Tully

T Armstrong
M Davinson
J Pallas
G Wilkinson

L Christie
J Clark
C Hampson C Marshall
J Stephenson L Timbey

H Clark
D Marshall
D Tully

*Chairman
OFFICERS:

Alan Shaw (Town Clerk)
Nicola James (PA to the Town Clerk)
James Harper (Community Development Manager)

IN ATTENDANCE: 5 members of the public & Neil Kelly (Mayors Award Recipient)
Before the meeting began, the Town Mayor & Cllr Jack Pallas presented Neil Kelly with his Town
Mayor's Award for his voluntary work with Mental Health North East and Cllr Pallas and Cllr Nair
paid tribute to his work.
1

ELECTION OF TOWN MAYOR
It was proposed by Cllr L Timbey and seconded by J Stephenson that Cllr A Clegg be
nominated as Town Mayor.
Following a show of hands, it was RESOLVED that Cllr A Clegg be appointed as Town
Mayor for 2018-19.

2

DECLARATION OF ACCEPTANCE OF OFFICE
Cllr A Clegg duly signed the Declaration of Acceptance of Office before the Town Clerk.
Cllr A Clegg in the Chair.

3

ELECTION OF DEPUTY TOWN MAYOR
It was proposed by Cllr A Clegg and seconded by B Nair that Cllr C Hampson be
nominated as Deputy Town Mayor.
Following a show of hands, it was RESOLVED that Cllr C Hampson be appointed as
Deputy Town Mayor for 2018-19.

4

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies from Cllrs J McMahon & J Kane were accepted by Council.

5

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
None.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS FROM THE TOWN MAYOR
The Town Mayor thanked Cllr B Nair for this hard work as Town Mayor in 2017-18. He
hopes that he can do as good a job in the coming year.
The Town Mayor also proudly announced that he had the all clear from Cancer earlier
in the week. Members all wished him well.
The Town Clerk advised Members not to speak until they have been recognised
by the Town Mayor, and to stand when speaking. The meeting is being recorded but not live
streamed.

7

REPORT OF THE OUTGOING TOWN MAYOR
Cllr B Nair said that he had had a great year as the first Town Mayor for STC, and that
he had met some very interesting people and exchanged information about different
subjects with other Town Councils. He believes that the title of Town Mayor has
enhanced the image of Stanley and he was honoured to be the first Town Mayor.

8

STATEMENT OF THE LEADER OF STANLEY TOWN COUNCIL
Cllr D Marshall thanked Cllr A Clegg for accepting the nomination to become Town Mayor
and he is confident he will do a sterling job. He noted that in the 12 months since Labour
took control of the Council, they have managed to get it onto a firm financial footing. The
Council is now investing in youths, with a budget for youth grants, a new staffing structure
will help to implement the new medium term plan, the Civic Hall expenditure is under
review to allow the Council to provide value for money, budgets are now being kept on
track and DBS checks will be implemented.

9

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Mr Ron Harrison questioned the motion from Cllr D Marshall in relating to deleting the
Projects & Initiatives Committee as this would mean all recommendations from Finance &
General Purposes, which consists of every Member of Council, would essentially mean Full
Council would discuss and provide recommendations to themselves.
Council noted Mr Harrison's comments, the issue will be dealt with under item 13.

10

CONFIRMATION OF COUNCIL MINUTES
It was proposed by Cllr B Nair, seconded by Cllr L Timbey and RESOLVED that the
minutes of the Ordinary Council meeting held on 24th April 2018 be approved and
signed by the Town Mayor.

11

MINUTES OF OTHER MEETINGS
It was proposed by Cllr B Nair, seconded by Cllr C Marshall and RESOLVED that the
Council receive the minutes of the Projects & Initiatives Committee from 8th May 2018
and the Finance & Governance Committee from 9th May 2018.
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF COMMITTEE MEETINGS
(a) Projects & Initiatives
(i) Youth Services Budget - Cllr C Marshall thanked the Town Clerk for speaking
with the AAP on this matter. It was proposed by Cllr C Marshall, seconded by
Cllr B Nair and RESOLVED that a decision on this matter be deferred to the
Finance Committee.
(ii) World War 1 Remembrance - It was proposed by Cllr C Marshall, seconded
by Cllr B Nair and RESOLVED that the Town Council will propose for a
beacon event to be delivered on behalf of the town by the Council and any
unallocated budget once the project has been resources can be made available
for bids from community groups for localised commemorations.
(iii) Events Tender Assessment Panel - It was proposed by Cllr B Nair, seconded
by Cllr L Timbey and RESOLVED that:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

A panel of 3 Councillors (2 Labour and 1 Independent) be appointed to
have oversight of the process;
After the initial evaluation, bidders who meet the initial criteria will be
requested to provide examples of how events will be priced to allow
value for money to be assessed which was not specified in the initial
specification.
The member panel will not be involved in any interviews with potential
bidders; and
Full Council will award the contract having regard to the assessment by
officers and the recommendations of the panel.

(b) Finance & Governance

13

(i)

Reallocation of Budgets - It was proposed by Cllr D Marshall, seconded by
Cllr M Davinson and RESOLVED that the proposed reallocation of budgets
detailed in the report should be made to permit the Environmental Services
team to be able to make a meaningful impact on the area by planning
improvement projects and having resources to be able to deliver them.

(ii)

Draft Job Descriptions & Restructure - It was proposed by Cllr J Stephenson,
seconded by Cllr B Nair and RESOLVED that the job descriptions be
AGREED and the proposed structure be IMPLEMENTED.

CONSTITUTION AND OTHER POLICIES
(i) The Constitution
Cllr D Marshall made the following motion:
It is the view of the Labour Group that the current Standing Committees overlap to the
degree that effort on both the part of members and officers is often duplicated and both
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Committees often are considering the same business in the same cycle. Therefore, It is
proposed that in the interests of efficient and effective governance that:
(i) The current Projects & Initiatives Committee is dissolved and its delegations
are absorbed by the Finance & Governance Committee;
(ii) The Finance & Governance Committee is renamed the Finance & General
Purposes Committee;
(iii) Membership of the new Committee is extended to all members of the Council.
It is further proposed that:
(iv) The new Committee will establish thematic Task & Finish Sub-Committees to
deliver specific pieces of work and report back to the new Committee;
(v) The dates which were set aside for meetings of the Projects & Initiatives
Committee at the Ordinary Council meeting in April 2018 will be retained for
Task & Finish Sub-Committee meetings to be convened as required, and
(vi) The Town Clerk should make the relevant changes to the Constitution and
Standing Orders required to facilitate this.
Cllr C Marshall proposed that an additional point under item 9 Political Groups be added as
provision for the leader of the Town Council to provide an update to Full Council as part of
the agenda, under a standing item, which outlines the work that the leader has been doing in
the wider town. This substantive motion was seconded by Cllr B Nair and APPROVED by
Members.
(ii) Standing Orders
It was proposed by Cllr M Davinson, seconded by Cllr L Timbey and RESOLVED that
the revised Standing Orders be adopted.
(iii - vi)

Financial Regulations, Complaints Procedure, Community Engagement
Policy, Communications Policy and Publication Scheme

It was proposed by Cllr L Timbey, seconded by Cllr J Stephenson and RESOLVED that
as there were no changes made, all 5 documents be APPROVED.
14

ANNUAL ACCOUNTS & GOVERNANCE STATEMENT
Members considered the annual accounts documents. It was proposed by Cllr C
Marshall, seconded by Cllr B Nair and RESOLVED that Council:
APPROVE the annual accounts for 2017/18
RESOLVE that the Council has in place an effective system of internal control
RESOLVE that the Council has reviewed and updated the risk register
CONFIRM that the Council has arrangements in respect of all insurable risks in
place and
(v) AUTHORISE the Town Mayor to sign the Annual Governance Statement and the
Annual Accounting Statement for 2017/18 on behalf of the Council.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

15

REVIEW OF EXPENDITURE UNDER LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972, s. 137
The Town Clerk provided details of the expenditure under s.137 for 2017/18.
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It was proposed by Cllr B Nair, seconded by Cllr L Christie and RESOLVED that the
Council NOTE the information provided.
16

APPOINTMENTS TO COMMITTEES
It was proposed by Cllr M Davinson that Cllr J Stephenson become Chair of the
Finance and General Purposes Committee and that Cllr J McMahon become Vice-Chair.
This was seconded by Cllr J Pallas and APPROVED by Council.

17

APPOINTMENTS TO OUTSIDE BODIES
It was proposed by Cllr M Davison, seconded by Cllr C Marshall and RESOLVED that
the following Members will become appointed to the following outside bodies:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

18

AAP - Cllr L Christie
CDALC Executive - Cllr A Clegg
Larger Local Councils Forum - Cllr A Clegg & D Marshall
PACT House - Cllr J Kane

SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS
Members APPROVED the revised schedule of meetings for 2018/19.

19

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO OUTSIDE ORGANISATIONS
It was proposed by Cllr B Nair, seconded by Cllr M Davinson and RESOLVED that the
Council continue to subscribe to all of the following organisations:
(i) National Association of Local Councils (NALC)
(ii) County Durham Association of Local Councils (CDALC)
(iii) Society of Local Council Clerks (SLCC)
(iv) North East Regional Employer's Organisation (NEREO)

20

DATE, TIME AND VENUE OF NEXT MEETING
Tuesday, 26th June 2018, 6.30pm, Civic Hall, Stanley
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Finance and General Purposes Committee
Report of Internal Auditor:
Annual plan for 2018/2019
Date: 15th May 2018
1.
1.1.

Purpose of the report
The purpose of the report is to inform members of the annual internal audit plan
for Stanley Town Council, for 2018/19.

2.
2.1.

Background
Internal Audit is an independent appraisal function which must be provided to
the Council as a requirement of the Accounts and Audit regulations.

2.2.

All audits are carried out in accordance with the CIPFA code of practice for
Internal Audit in Local Government, which require that key controls and risks
associated with all major systems, processes and procedures are identified and
evaluated.

2.3.

The possible requirements of the new external auditors has been taken into
account when planning these audits and any adjustments has been made within
the days of the plan (no extra days has been added)

3.
3.1.

Internal Audit Plans
Internal audit plans are prepared from the annual budgets of the council,
previous internal audit work and any reports from external audit and any new
areas to be audited.

3.2.

Using this information and the knowledge gained over the past 3 years as your
internal auditor, a review of the audit risk assessment of internal audit work was
completed. This will ensure that all systems within the Council are examined,
based on high, medium and low risks to the Council, this gave a 3 year plan
which was agreed last year, from which the annual plan is then developed. (See
appendix A).

3.3.

The internal audit plans can be adjusted if further work is required which is
outside the plan, this will be agreed and reported to this committee.

3.4.

The audits I carry out are all system based whereby I identify the key controls to
each system and their control objectives and the associated risks to these
objectives. The system is then evaluated and tested and the findings are
reported to Management. Any recommendations are then reported and agreed,
and are shown in an Action Plan. The importance of the risks is categorised:
•
Critical – A control weakness that may have a significant impact upon the
achievement of, not only the system objectives, but also the organisation’s
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•
•
•

3.5.

objectives.
High – A control weakness that may have a significant impact upon the
achievement of the system objectives.
Medium – A control weakness that may have an impact upon the
achievement of the system objectives.
Low – A control weakness that does not impact upon the achievement of the
system objectives, however, the implementation of which would improve
overall control.
From the tests and evaluation I can then give that audit an assurance of
whether its internal controls are working. The assurances I give are:
Level of Assurance

Definition

Full Assurance

There is a sound system of controls in place & those controls
are consistently applied & are fully effective. Control
objectives are fully met.

Substantial
Assurance

There is a sound system of control in place but some of the
controls are not consistently applied or fully effective. Control
objectives are largely achieved.

Moderate Assurance

There is basically a sound system of control in place, but
there are weaknesses and evidence of non-compliance with
or ineffective controls. Control objectives are often achieved.

Limited Assurance

The system of control is weak & there is evidence of noncompliance with controls that do exist. Control objectives are
sometimes achieved.

No Assurance

There is no system of control in place and control objectives
are rarely or never achieved.

3.6.

At the end of the audit work for the year an annual report is produced giving an
overall assurance of the Council's Internal Controls.

4.
4.1.

Recommendation
It is recommended that Members agree the annual audit work plan, which is the
second year of a three plan.

Gordon Fletcher
Internal Auditor
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STANLEY TOWN COUNCIL

2018.19

IDENTIFIED AUDIT AREAS
Annual Audits:
Payroll
Accounts Payable
Income collection and Banking
Budgetary Control
Main Accounting
MIF
Events/Activites
Services arrangements
Bar
Corporate Governance arrangements
Risk Manangement arrangements
2 yearly audits:
Accounts Receivable

Days
0.5
0.75
0.75
0.25
0.25
0.75
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

Administration:
Committee reports etc.
Reading minutes
plans
Annual Report

0.75

Total days

0.5

7
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Item

INTERNAL AUDIT
ANNUAL REPORT
2017/2018

Stanley Town Council

Assurance level: Substantial/Full Assurance
14th May 2018
Date:
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Introduction
The Accounts and Audit Regulations and CIPFA Code of Practice for Internal Audit in
Local Government (the CIPFA Code) require Internal Audit to report annually to ‘those
charged with governance’ on their findings and conclusions and provide an overall
opinion on the adequacy and effectiveness of the internal control environment. This
opinion is also significant in support of the Annual Governance Statement which is also
a statutory requirement.
The report also provides a summary of the results of audit assignments and my overall
opinion on the internal control environment, which I have prepared without fear or favour
and which is based upon the findings of internal audit work carried out throughout the
2017/18 financial year.
It is important to be aware that the system of internal control is designed to manage risk
to a reasonable level rather than eliminate it altogether and therefore this report and my
opinion can provide only reasonable assurance on the effectiveness of internal control.

CIPFA Code of Practice
The CIPFA Code is recognised by the Accounts and Audit Regulations as the definition
for ‘proper audit practices’ and consists of eleven standards. Only when internal audit
work is managed and conducted in accordance with the CIPFA Code can it be deemed
as being of sufficient quality to inform an annual report and the Council’s Annual
Governance Statement. Where internal audit is not managed or operated in
accordance with the CIPFA Code then the reliability of opinions and the level of
assurance provided may be compromised.

Quality assurance
To ensure consistency and compliance with professional standards and audit
procedures, all audit work is carried out by a qualified internal Auditor (C.M.I.I.A.) As a
Member of the I.I.A. I am expected to “continually improve” and “enhance my
knowledge, skills and other competencies” through Continuing Professional
Development (CPD). Carried out through the I.I.A. website and its monthly magazine.
Further knowledge is also obtained through reading minutes from other Town and
Parish Councils, which can update me with any current legislation I am unaware of. I
have recently attended a training session by the new external auditors (Mazars) at
Durham County Hall in March 2018.
The purpose of any review is to ensure that:
1
The objectives of the audit have been fulfilled and that the conclusions are sound
and are demonstrably supported by relevant, reliable and sufficient audit
evidence;
2
All work undertaken complies with the requirements of professional best practice
and appropriate audit techniques have been used;
3
Audit files are complete and properly structured;
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4
5

The related audit report is complete, accurate, objective, clear, concise,
constructive and timely;
The audit assignment has been completed within the allocated time budgets or
that appropriate time variations have been authorised.

Internal Audit performance against the Agreed
2017/18 audit plan
The performance for the period April 2017 to March 2018 is as follows:
Audits
Payroll
Accounts Payable
Income Collection and Banking
Budgetary Control
Main Accounting
MIF
Events/Activities
Services Arrangements
Bar and Coffee shop
Corporate Governance
Administration (including follow up
work, committee, annual report and
plans)

Planned Days
.5
.75
.75
.25
.25
.75
.75
.5
.75
.5
.75

Actual Days
.5
.75
.75
.25
.25
.75
.75
.5
.75
.5
.75

Total 2017/18 days
6.5
6.5
Therefore, the total planned days were fully completed for the year.

Results of audit assignments
On conclusion of each assignment a report is produced which evaluates the control
environment under review and gives one of five assurances on the effectiveness of the
control environment. These assurances are discussed and agreed with the relevant
manager and a definition of the categories is detailed below:
Level of Assurance
Full Assurance
Substantial
Assurance
Moderate Assurance
Limited Assurance
No Assurance

Definition
There is a sound system of controls in place & those controls
are consistently applied & are fully effective. Control
objectives are fully met.
There is a sound system of control in place but some of the
controls are not consistently applied or fully effective. Control
objectives are largely achieved.
There is basically a sound system of control in place, but there
are weaknesses and evidence of non-compliance with or
ineffective controls. Control objectives are often achieved.
The system of control is weak & there is evidence of
non-compliance with controls that do exist. Control objectives
are sometimes achieved.
There is no system of control in place and control objectives
are rarely or never achieved.
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During 2017/18, I have carried out the following assignments and gave the following
assurances:
Audit assignment
Accounts Payable (Nov)
Accounts Payable (April)
Income and Banking (Nov)
Income and Banking (April)
Events/Activities
MIF
Environmental Services
Bar/Café (included in income audit)
Main Accounting
Budgetary Control
Payroll
Governance Arrangements
Overall Assurance

Assurance
2017/18
Substantial
Full
Full
Full
Full
Full
Substantial
Full
Full
Full
Substantial
Substantial
Substantial/Full

Internal Audit Observations, Risks and
Recommendations
1.

My observations together with the associated risks are detailed in the action plan
within the above reports. For each area where an observation is made, a
recommendation and priority for action is agreed.

2.

I have categorised the importance of our recommendations as follows:
•
Critical – A control weakness that may have a significant impact upon the
achievement of, not only the system objectives, but also the organisation’s
objectives
•
igh – A control weakness that may have a significant impact upon the
achievement of the system objectives
•
Medium – A control weakness that may have an impact upon the
achievement of the system objectives
•
Low – A control weakness that does not impact upon the achievement of the
system objectives, however, the implementation of which would improve
overall control

For the audit work relating to 2017/18, I made a total of 5 recommendations to address
identified weaknesses in internal control and these were shown in an action plan and
accepted by managers. Follow up audits have either been carried out during the year or
will be carried out in this financial year.
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Investigations
During 2017/18 there were 0 investigation work carried out by Internal Audit.

Key findings and qualifications
There are no particular issues arising from internal audit assignments that, in my
opinion, are significant enough to be considered as part of the Annual Governance
Statement. No system of internal control can provide absolute assurance against
material misstatement or loss and nor can Internal Audit give that assurance. This
statement is designed to provide reasonable assurance on the adequacy of the control
environment.
Failure to fully comply with the CIPFA Code of Practice for Internal Audit would usually
be an appropriate qualification to my opinion but given the observations shown above, I
do not think it appropriate to attach such a qualification at this time.

Overall opinion
Based upon the results of the audit assignments carried out during 2017/18 and the
satisfactory follow up work, my opinion is that the overall level of assurance is
Substantial/Full for the internal control environment during the year.
I am satisfied that there are sufficient and robust action plans in place to rectify any
weaknesses that have been identified and I am confident that the separation of duties
between the Town Clerk and Finance Officer will improve the internal controls of the
Council and that the Finance and General Purposes Committee will support my actions
to ensure that those plans are implemented as agreed.

Gordon Fletcher
Internal Auditor for the Council
Date: 14th May 2018
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INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT
Stanley Town Council
Corporate Governance Arrangements

Assurance level:
Report status:
Date:
Prepared by:

Substantial Assurance
Final Report
13TH May 2018
Gordon Fletcher, Internal
Auditor

Issued to:
Copied to:

Alan Shaw, Town Clerk

CONFIDENTIAL
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8
8.1.
8.2.

INTRODUCTION
In accordance with the agreed annual Internal Audit Plan, I have carried out a review of Stanley
Town Council - Corporate Governance arrangements. The review involved a visit to Stanley Town
Council on the 1st May 2018
In carrying out the audit, the time and assistance afforded by the Town Clerk, was greatly
appreciated.
OBJECTIVE
The overall objective of my review is to provide a risk based assessment of the systems in place in
order to form an opinion as to whether they are robust and provide an adequate basis for effective
control.
The detailed objectives for this audit are to ensure that;
•
there is an adequate corporate/strategic plan in place, and that it is properly monitored,
reviewed and updated.
•
the Council has in place adequate policies and procedures in place which are regularly
reviewed.
•
the Council engages with its residents
•
the Council has a strong system of internal controls.
•
the Council has in place a system for promoting and demonstrating ethical behaviour and
managing the risk of fraud.
The
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key risks for this audit are that:
Council’s objectives not achieved.
Council decisions are not transparent
Damage to the Councils reputation
Financial loss
Fraud
Procedures not followed

SCOPE OF THE AUDIT
The scope of the audit involved examining the Governance arrangements in place to comply with
Section 1 of the Annual Return. .
The report is intended to present to management the observations and conclusions of the audit.
Wherever possible the observations and recommendations have been discussed with members
of staff and their views considered.
SUMMARY OF WORK CARRIED OUT
There is an adequate corporate/strategic plan in place, and that it is properly
monitored, reviewed and updated.
There is no Corporate Assurance Group with all areas regarding Corporate Governance
discussed at the Ordinary meeting of the Council and at the AGM.
The budget links to priorities report, ensured that the issues and themes identified by the public
as priorities are reflected in the Council’s activity plan and budget for 2017/18.
At 24th October 2017 the Council agreed to adopt a Medium Term Plan, with the Town Clerk in
consultation with the Chairman of the Finance and Governance Committee are to prepare an
outline three year delivery timeline and indicative budget estimates for the delivery of the plan.
This will be linked to a Medium Term Financial Plan when staff resources allow.

8.4.

The Council’s Annual Report is posted onto the Council’s web site.
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9.
9.1.

The Council has in place adequate policies and procedures in place which are
regularly reviewed.
All tiers of local government are democratically accountable and rules have been developed to
demonstrate and guarantee that accountability, and to ensure that councils operate on a
regulated and consistent basis.

9.2.

Stanley Town Council conducts their business in an open way with properly organised meetings
and agendas, and proper records of decisions, with the minutes agreed by the Town Council.
Frequencies of meetings are set out at the Annual General Meeting, with reports by all Service
Committees, Working Groups and Sub Committees.

9.3.

Stanley Town Council has formal arrangements for the regulation of meetings provided in
Standing Orders which are agreed at the Annual General Meeting.

9.4.

Stanley Town Council's financial arrangements for the regulation of the council’s financial affairs
are provided in financial regulations which are updated when required and are reviewed every
year by the Finance and General Purposes Committee and agreed at the AGM. (16th May 2017)

9.5.

The Town Council has in place some policies and procedures (reviewed at AGM) which have
been responsive to the needs of the Council, however, the important Constitution, Standing
Orders and Financial Regulations have all been reviewed and are up to date, these enable the
Members and Officers of Stanley Town Council to be accountable and transparent to the
residents. However, the Council does not have a timetable when to review policies and
procedures and does not have Anti-fraud and corruption and whistleblowing policies. I
understand that these will be reviewed when staff resources are finalised through a restructure.

10.
10.1.

The Council engages with its residents
Stanley Town Council had previously produced a Community Engagement strategy which sets
out how the Council engages with the local community to identify their needs and aspirations and
how it can improve community engagement to give people a voice and involve them in decisions
affecting their quality of life.

11.

The Council has a strong system of internal controls.

11.1.

The Council has responsibility for conducting a review of the effectiveness of its governance
framework which is shown in section 1 of the Annual Return.

11.2

The review is guided by the work of the Town Clerk who has responsibility for reviewing the
effectiveness of the development and maintenance of the governance environment. The Council
is also equally guided by the work of their independent Internal Auditor and comments made by
their external auditors and any other review agency or inspectorate in their annual audit letters
and other reports.

11.3

The process agreed by the Council which is applied in maintaining and reviewing the
effectiveness of the system of internal control includes: •
Reporting to each meeting of the Finance and General Purposes Committee on financial
transactions and obtaining agreement of the Council to pay creditors.
•
The Finance and General Purposes Committee has been appointed as the Council’s
Audit Committee.
•
Seeking bids from the relevant Service Committees of budget plans, the subsequent
collation of comments for policy guidance through the Finance and General Purposes
Committee before reaching agreement at the full Council on the setting of the budget
and any precept requirements for the following year.
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•
•

Responsibility through the Finance and General Purposes Committee for receiving
regular reports on work in progress and to be programmed for the future on internal
audit and external audit functions
Where any recommendations are made either by the Internal Auditor or the External
Auditors suggesting improvements to the effectiveness of the systems of governance
and internal control, a plan of action will be agreed with the relevant Manager within a
reasonable period to address weaknesses and to ensure agreed action is undertaken

1145

The Town Council meets on a monthly basis and through the Finance and General Purposes
Committee it agrees the internal audit annual plan of work for the year, and an updated 3 year
plan of work, progress on internal audit work and receives the annual internal audit report and
various internal audit reports throughout the year.

12.

The Council has in place a system for promoting and demonstrating ethical behaviour and
managing the risk of fraud.
Stanley Town Council has procedures in place to promote ethical behaviour with all Members
signing the Code of Conduct when they are appointed.

12.1.

12.2.

At the start of each Council Meeting Members must have declared any interests, personal or
prejudicial interests in accordance with the Code of Conduct, in writing prior to the meeting and
be recorded in the minutes.

12.3.

Stanley Town Council does not have policies in place for Anti-Fraud and Corruption and
Confidential Reporting Code, Data Protection and Gifts and Hospitality.

13.
13.1.

OBSERVATIONS, RISKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
My observations together with the associated risks are detailed in an action plan accompanying
this report. For each area where an observation is made, a recommendation and priority for
action is attached.

13.2.

I have categorised the importance of my recommendations as follows:
Critical – A control weakness that may have a significant impact upon the achievement of, not
only the system objectives, but also the organisation’s objectives
•
High – A control weakness that may have a significant impact upon the achievement of the
system objectives
•
Medium – A control weakness that may have an impact upon the achievement of the system
objectives
•
Low – A control weakness that does not impact upon the achievement of the system
objectives, however, the implementation of which would improve overall control

•

14.

15.

My review has highlighted 2 high issues for inclusion within this report, and are shown in the action
plan, I believe that these are essential for effective internal controls for the Council to run
efficiently.
AUDIT ASSURANCE LEVEL
Based upon the number and potential impact of the observations made, I can provide
Substantial Assurance. This level of assurance is one of five possible levels which are
shown in the table below.
Level of Assurance
Definition
Full Assurance
There is a sound system of controls in place & those controls
are consistently applied & are fully effective. Control objectives
are fully met.
Substantial Assurance There is a sound system of control in place but some of the
controls are not consistently applied or fully effective. Control
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Moderate Assurance
Limited Assurance
No Assurance

objectives are largely achieved.
There is basically a sound system of control in place, but there
are weaknesses and evidence of non-compliance with or
ineffective controls. Control objectives are often achieved.
The system of control is weak & there is evidence of
non-compliance with controls that do exist. Control objectives
are sometimes achieved.
There is no system of control in place and control objectives are
rarely or never achieved.

Gordon Fletcher,
Internal Auditor to the Council,
Date: 13th May 2018

Observation

Associated Risk
Policies and
procedures are
not followed
which could be
illegal or poor
practice.

Priority
High

High

The Council should have in place
a system for promoting and
demonstrating ethical behaviour
and managing the risk of fraud.

Recommendation

Agreed
Will be reviewed when staff
resources allow.

Agreed
There is an Officer Code of
conduct date 9th January 2012
which does generally refer to the
recommendation, but adequate
policies should be produced
when staff resources allow.

Management Comment

Town Clerk
When new staffing structure
is in place.

Responsibility
Timescale
Town Clerk
When new staffing structure
is in place.

Item
Item 7
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The Council should have in place
a time table to review all policies
and procedures, to ensure that
they are relevant and up to date.

ACTION PLAN – Stanley Town Council – Governance Audit.
1

Stanley Town Council does not
have policies in place for Anti-Fraud
and Corruption and Confidential
Reporting Code, Data Protection
and Gifts and Hospitality.

Policies and
procedures may
be out and date
and not relevant

Action
Ref

2.

The Town Council has in place
some policies and procedures which
have been responsive to the needs
of the Council, however, the
important Constitution, Standing
Orders and Financial Regulations
have been reviewed and are up to
date, these enable the Members and
Officers of Stanley Town Council to
be accountable and transparent to
the residents. However, the
Council does not have a timetable
when to review policies and
procedures.
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INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT
Stanley Town Council
Payroll Audit

Assurance level:
Report status:
Date:
Prepared by:

Substantial Assurance
Final Report
13th May 2018
Gordon Fletcher

Issued to:
Copied to:

Alan Shaw, Town Clerk
Susan Oliver, Finance Manager
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INTRODUCTION

1.

In accordance with the agreed annual Internal Audit Plan, I have carried out a review of the
Payroll system for Stanley Town Council. The review involved a visit to Stanley Town
Council on the 1st May 2018.

2.

In carrying out the audit, the time and assistance afforded by all staff was greatly
appreciated.

3.

4.

OBJECTIVES OFTHE REVIEW
The overall objective of our reviews is to provide a risk based assessment of the systems in
place in order to form an opinion as to whether they are robust and provide an adequate
basis for effective control. The detailed objectives for this audit were to ensure that;
•
Payroll expenditure is only incurred in respect of authorised staff and in line with
Council procedure.
•
Payments are correctly calculated and paid in a timely manner.
•
Starters and Leavers data is applied correctly.
•
Payroll is accounted for correctly.
•
Payroll system and data are secure.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.

The key risks associated with this audit are:
Inappropriate payroll expenditure occurs due to a lack of procedures or use of
inappropriate or outdated procedures.
Inconsistency in treatment and calculations.
Unauthorised payments made.
Incorrect payments are made or staff are paid late
Incorrect processing may occur, individuals may be paid incorrect amounts,
misappropriation of funds may occur.
Incorrect data is entered into the accounts.
Amounts are incorrectly coded.
Incorrect data is entered into the accounts
Data may be corrupted and inaccurate payments made.
Data is lost or corrupted

SCOPE OF THE AUDIT
The review undertaken by Internal Audit forms part of the overall assurance process
within the Annual Governance Statement which is included as part of the Council's
Statement of Accounts.

6.

The audit examined the payroll preparation process and all employees’ payroll records
between January 2018 to March 2018.

7.

The report is intended to present to management the observations and conclusions of the
audit. Wherever possible the observations and recommendations have been discussed
with members of staff and their views considered.

SUMMARY OF AUDIT WORK CARRIED OUT
Payroll and related expenditure are incurred only in respect of authorised staff and
in line with Council procedures.
8.1. An existing staffing structure list showing employee pay scales was examined which is
8.

2
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updated during the budget setting process and if changes occur during the year. On
examining the current list, it was found to be up to date.
9.
Payments are correctly calculated and paid accurately and in a timely manner.
9.1. Town Hall and Civic Hall staff work contracted hours and their basic pay is fixed into the
DCC payroll system which gives a standard monthly salary to be paid. Any additional
payments (eg. overtime) are made through the payroll to employees who complete
overtime forms which are signed and authorised by a Line Manager. Some staff agree
Time off in Lieu with the Town Clerk if any extra hours are worked.
9.2. Signing in and out sheets showing hours worked are completed by all Civic Hall staff.
9.3. Monthly timesheets are completed and signed by casual staff with the hours confirmed by
the Duty Manager. Calculations are checked by the Finance Manager and the details are
sent by e-mail to Durham County Council (DCC) human resources section who process
the payroll on behalf of the Council. On checking the timesheets from January to March 2018
not all time sheets had been authorised.
9.4. DCC send a Copy Payroll Report back to Stanley Town Council showing the amounts paid,
which is confirmed by the Finance Manager.
9.5. The Finance Manager also controls the payroll expenditure through budgetary control and
a
monthly salaries monitoring spreadsheet which was examined.
9.6. Staff complete their own holiday cards which are approved by the Line Manager.
9.7.

The Copy Payroll Reports were checked to time sheets and e.mails from January 2018 to
March 2018 and all details confirmed with correct payments made.

9.8.

All salary payments are paid by direct debit from the Council’s bank account.

10.
Starters and Leavers data is applied correctly
10.1. Starters (induction and personal details form) and leavers forms are completed by the
employee and authorised by the Town Clerk and notified by the P.A. to the Town Clerk to
DCC for processing, where confirmation of receipt is requested.
11. Payroll is accounted for correctly
11.1. The payroll schedule from DCC is used to input salary amounts into the Council’s financial
system these figures are reconciled to the bank statement amounts. The payroll amounts
were found to be all included in the nominal ledger.
11.2. Deductions are made from salary for Income Tax, NI etc. and these are summarised each
month and reconciled to the payroll reports from the payroll system.
12. Payroll system and data are secure
12.1. Access to the SAGE computer system was found to have appropriate security
arrangements in place, and changes to employees’ basic rate of pay can only be carried
out by DCC payroll section, on notification by the P.A.to the Town Clerk, with a Payroll
report sent to the Finance Manager who confirm changes.
OBSERVATIONS, RISKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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13.

My observations together with the associated risks are detailed in the action plan
accompanying this report, if required. For each area where an observation is made, a
recommendation and priority for action is attached.

14. I have categorised the importance of my recommendations as follows:
•
Critical – A control weakness that may have a significant impact upon the
achievement of, not only the system objectives, but also the organisation’s
objectives
•
High – A control weakness that may have a significant impact upon the achievement
of the system objectives
•
Medium – A control weakness that may have an impact upon the achievement of the
system objectives
•
Low – A control weakness that does not impact upon the achievement of the system
objectives, however, the implementation of which would improve overall control.
15.

16.

My review has highlighted 1 issue considered significant enough for inclusion within this
report.
AUDIT ASSURANCE LEVEL
Based upon the number and potential impact of the observations made, I can provide
Substantial Assurance on the system of controls in place for the payroll process. This
level of assurance is one of five possible levels which are shown in the table below.
Level of Assurance
Definition
Full Assurance
There is a sound system of controls in place & those
controls are consistently applied & are fully effective.
Control objectives are fully met.
Substantial
There is a sound system of control in place but one of the
Assurance
controls was not consistently applied or fully effective.
Control objectives are largely achieved.
Moderate Assurance There is basically a sound system of control in place, but
there are weaknesses and evidence of non-compliance
with or ineffective controls. Control objectives are often
achieved.
Limited Assurance
The system of control is weak & there is evidence of
non-compliance with controls that do exist. Control
objectives are sometimes achieved.
No Assurance
There is no system of control in place and control
objectives are rarely or never achieved.

Gordon Fletcher
Auditor to the Council
Date: 13th May 2018
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Action
Ref
1.

Unauthorised
payments

Associated
Risk
High

Priority

That all time sheets have been
authorised before they are
submitted for payment

Recommendation

ACTION PLAN – Stanley Town Council – Payroll
Observation
Monthly timesheets are completed
and signed by casual staff with the
hours confirmed by the Duty
Manager. Calculations are checked
by the Finance Manager and the
details are sent by e-mail to Durham
County Council (DCC) human
resources section who process the
payroll on behalf of the Council. On
checking the timesheets from
January to March 2018 not all time
sheets had been authorised.

Agreed

Responsibility
Timescale
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Management
Comment

Town Clerk
Immediate
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INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT
STANLEY TOWN COUNCIL
Income Collection and Banking

Assurance level:
Report status:
Date:
Prepared by:

Full Assurance
Final Report
13th May 2018
Gordon Fletcher, Internal
Auditor

Issued to:
Copied to:

Alan Shaw, Town Clerk
Finance Manager
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1.

2.
3.

INTRODUCTION
As agreed in the annual internal audit plan for 2017/18 an audit was carried out on income
collection and banking at the Civic Hall. This involved a visit to Stanley Town Council on 1st May
2018.
In carrying out the audit, the time and assistance afforded by all staff was greatly appreciated.
OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of my review is to provide a risk based assessment of the systems in place in
order to form an opinion as to whether they are robust and provide an adequate basis for effective I
internal control.

4. The detailed objectives for this audit are to;
•
There is compliance with internal and external procedures and policies, legislation and
guidance.
•
All income collected at reception desk is accounted for and follows agreed procedures.
•
All income from the bar was accounted for and follows agreed procedures.
•
Bankings of monies are controlled and accounted for.
5.

5.

The Key risks for this audit are that:
•
Arrangements are not administered in line with Council procedures, policies, legislation
and guidance.
•
Inefficient and uneconomic arrangements in place.
•
possible theft of monies
•
loss of income
•
incorrect calculations
•
possible fraud
SCOPE OF THE AUDIT
The scope of the audit involved evaluating the procedures in place for the collection and banking of
income and to carry out relevant tests on these procedures. As agreed this is the second income
collection and banking audit for the financial year. The fist audit covered checks between 2nd
October to 18th December, and the report dated 20th February 2018 gave Full Assurance.

6.

This audit covers the period January to March 2018.

7.

The report is intended to present to management the observations and conclusions of the audit.
Wherever possible the observations and recommendations have been discussed with staff and
their views considered.

8.1.
9.
9.1.

SUMMARY OF THE AUDIT WORK CARRIED OUT
Income is received by the Council in the form of cash, cheques, card payments and bank
transfers paid direct to the Council.
Ensure that there is compliance with internal and external regulations, legislation and
guidance.
Financial Regulations of the Council had previously been approved by the Finance, HR and
General Purposes Committee and these appear to be fit for purpose for the Council.

9.2.

A schedule of fees and charges for the Civic Hall for 2017/18 was agreed by Council on 18th
October 2016.

9.3.

The Town Council receives income from a variety of activities (hire of rooms, sale of tickets for
events, bar sales, miscellaneous sales, and recently the coffee shop. This is carried out by
income collected from reception, the bar, the coffee shop or as a result of raising invoices.
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10.
10.1.

All income collected at reception desk is accounted for and follows agreed procedures
Income is collected at the Civic Hall’s till at the reception desk usually for the sale of tickets for
Events or for room hire. A receipt is produced from the till and given to the customer.

10.2

All monies received are recorded onto a Daily Cash Sheet by one of the receptionists, whom at
the end of their shift, produces a Z reading and at the end of the day the Duty Manager reconciles
the amount and records the amount on the weekly bank sheet. The income is then placed in the
safe in the Civic Hall Managers office.

11
11.1.

All takings from the bar tills were controlled and accounted for.
Income is received from the bar where all monies taken is placed in the bar till by bar staff. At
the end of the night the Bar Manager takes an “Z” reading from the till which is reconciled to the
cash collected by the Bar staff. The amount of the Z reading is confirmed by the Duty Manager
which is attached on the Bar Sheet. The monies are recorded on the Weekly Banking Sheets by
the Duty Manager and placed in the safe. (See previous Bar audit report for full details).

12.
12.1.

Room hire bookings
Booking forms are completed when a room is required for hire. Details are recorded onto the
SAGE finance system where an invoice is produced. (See accounts receivable audit for full
details).
Payment can be made by post or at reception.

13.
13.1.

Coffee Shop
The Civic Hall opened a coffee shop on 9th May 2016 and income collection and banking
arrangements were examined.
It closed on 27th March 2018.

13.2

All monies collected is placed in a till. At the end of the day the money collected is counted by
the coffee shop staff and Bar Manager and recorded on a daily takings sheet and is placed in an
envelope each day. A daily “Z” reading is produced and the amounts reconciled by the Duty
Manager to the daily takings sheet. The daily amounts are recorded onto Weekly Summary
Sheets.

13.3

The envelope is handed to the P.A. to the Town Clerk for checking when the monies are to be
banked.

13.4.

Monthly stock checks are carried out by an independent stock taker.

14.
14.1.

Banking of monies
At the end of the week the Duty Manager reconciles all daily income from the safe onto a Weekly
Cash Sheet this is totalled and the monies to be banked is checked and collected by the P.A.to
the Town Clerk or Business Administration Apprentice who signs the Weekly Banking Sheet as
confirmation of the monies collected and then pays in the monies on a paying in slip which shows
total cash and cheques.

15.
15.1

TESTING
The Daily Cash Sheets and the Weekly Banking Sheets were checked from week
beginnings 2nd January 2018 to 26th March 2018
All Daily Cash Sheets reconciled to the bar and reception Z readings and to the coffee shop
records and to the Weekly Banking Sheets.
The Daily Cash Sheets were signed by the receptionist or Duty Manager when taking money at
the reception desk.
The Weekly Banking Sheets were signed by the Duty Manager and P.A. to the Town Clerk
when banking the monies.
The Coffee Shop Weekly Summary Sheets and Daily Taking Sheets (and Z readings) were
checked from 3rd January to 27th March 2018.
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15.2.

16.

17.

18.
19.

All monies collected from the Weekly Banking Sheets were confirmed to the bank
statements and the Cash Book 1 account (current bank account) showing bankings, vat and
nominal codes, and found to be accounted for.
OBSERVATIONS, RISKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
My observations together with the associated risks are detailed in an action plan (if required)
accompanying this report. For each area where an observation is made, a recommendation and
priority for action is attached.
I have categorised the importance of my recommendations as follows:
• Critical – A control weakness that may have a significant impact upon the achievement of,
not only the system objectives, but also the organisation’s objectives
• High – A control weakness that may have a significant impact upon the achievement of the
system objectives
• Medium – A control weakness that may have an impact upon the achievement of the
system objectives
• Low – A control weakness that does not impact upon the achievement of the system
objectives, however, the implementation of which would improve overall control
My review has highlighted 0 issues considered significant for inclusion within this report.
AUDIT ASSURANCE LEVEL
Based upon the number and potential impact of the observations made, I can provide Full
Assurance. This level of assurance is one of five possible levels which are shown in the table
below.
Level of Assurance
Definition
Full Assurance
There is a sound system of controls in place & those controls
are consistently applied & are fully effective. Control objectives
are fully met.
Substantial Assurance There is a sound system of control in place but some of the
controls are not consistently applied or fully effective. Control
objectives are largely achieved.
Moderate Assurance
There is basically a sound system of control in place, but there
are weaknesses and evidence of non-compliance with or
ineffective controls. Control objectives are often achieved.
Limited Assurance
The system of control is weak & there is evidence of
non-compliance with controls that do exist. Control objectives
are sometimes achieved.
No Assurance
There is no system of control in place and control objectives are
rarely or never achieved.

Gordon Fletcher,
Internal Auditor to the Council
Date: 13th May 2018
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

INTRODUCTION
In accordance with the agreed annual Internal Audit Plan, I have carried out a review of Stanley
Town Council, Accounts Payable system. The review involved a visit to Stanley Town Council on
the 1st May 2018.
In carrying out the audit, the time and assistance afforded by the Town Clerk and Finance Manager
was greatly appreciated.
OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of my review is to provide a risk based assessment of the systems in place in
order to form an opinion as to whether they are robust and provide an adequate basis for effective
control. The detailed objectives for this audit, are to ensure that;
•
Compliance with internal and external regulations, legislation and guidance
•
Information used to monitor and manage the creditors’ payments is reliable and accurate.
•
Use of Resources is efficient or economical.
•
All assets are safeguarded
The Key risks for this audit are that:
•
Payments are made for goods not required or received or for personal gain.
•
Payment is made for incorrect, defective or undelivered goods.
•
Fines for non compliance with Customs and Excise requirements.
•
Inappropriate payments are made.
•
Errors, frauds and processing errors are undetected.
•
Poor value for money in payment processing.
•
Poor use of resources.
•
Inefficient and ineffective payment methods.
•
‘Ghost’ suppliers are created to receive fraudulent payments.
•
Duplicate payments are made
SCOPE OF THE AUDIT
Compliance and substantive audit tests were carried out on all payments between January to
March 2018 to ensure that the system was being properly followed, and correct payments had
been made and properly accounted for. Previous audit checks for the year were carried out
covering April to June 2017 (report dated 5th November 2017 where Substantial Assurance was
given, there was 1 recommended action from this and this was followed up and proper action had
been taken.

6.

The tests carried out covered all cheque, direct debit and debit card payments.

7.

The report is intended to present to management the observations and conclusions of the audit.
Wherever possible the observations and recommendations have been discussed with members of
staff and their views considered.

SUMMARY OF WORK CARRIED OUT
Creditor payments comply with internal and external regulations, legislation
and guidance.
8.1. Financial Regulations are still relevant for the Council and show the procedures to be followed for
the payment of invoices.
8.

8.2.

the

The Town Clerk receives all invoices which are date stamped and after asking the relevant officer
who ordered and took receipt of the goods or had a service provided, he will then approve the
invoice for payment by initialling the invoice. This is then passed to the Finance Officer to input
and code the invoice into the finance system for payment.
Internal Control is maintained by
Finance Officer when carrying out budget monitoring.
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Information used to monitor and manage payment of accounts is reliable and
accurate.
9.1. Using the Purchase Ledger Payments and Cash Book 1 reports substantive tests were carried out
between January
and March 2018 with the following results:
•
All invoices had been date stamped when received, signed by the Town Clerk and were
referenced appropriately and recorded on the finance system.
•
For all the payments examined, Committee approval was verified as obtained and were
correct.
•
All had been properly coded to the appropriate financial code.
•
All direct debits had been properly recorded on bank statements.
•
Where appropriate copy of the signed cheque attached to the invoice on file.
•
All payments are properly authorised.
9.

10.
10.1

Use of Resources is efficient or economical.
BACS and direct debits payments is the preferred method of payment for the Council with some
cheque payments made.

10.2.

Petty cash arrangements were examined during the previous internal audit check and was
found to be satisfactory.

10.3.

Arrangements regarding use of the debit card were examined during the previous internal
audit checks and found to be satisfactory, with 1 previous recommended action which has been
carried out.

11.
11.1.

All assets are safeguarded
When goods have been ordered, delivered or service provided, the Town Clerk's signature on the
invoices indicated that he has confirmed this.

11.2.

Payment methods are controlled by at least two officers involved in the processing of payments,
and at least 1 Member, with all payments reported retrospectively monthly to the Finance and
General Purposes Committee where they are approved by Members.

11.3.

There are adequate internal control arrangements in place regarding the use and the security of
the debit card.

11.4.

Blank cheques are kept in a locked cupboard with the keys kept by a designated Officer.
OBSERVATIONS, RISKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
My observations together with the associated risks are detailed in an action plan (if required),
with this report. For each area where an observation is made, a recommendation and priority for
action is attached.

12.

13.

I have categorised the importance of my recommendations as follows:
Critical – A control weakness that may have a significant impact upon the achievement of, not
only the system objectives, but also the organisation’s objectives
•
High – A control weakness that may have a significant impact upon the achievement of the
system objectives
•
Medium – A control weakness that may have an impact upon the achievement of the system
objectives
•
Low – A control weakness that does not impact upon the achievement of the system
objectives, however, the implementation of which would improve overall control

•
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14.

15.

My review has highlighted 0 issues considered significant enough for inclusion within this report.
AUDIT ASSURANCE LEVEL
Based upon the number and potential impact of the observations made, I can provide Full
Assurance. This level of assurance is one of five possible levels which are shown in the table
below.
Level of Assurance
Full Assurance
Substantial Assurance
Moderate Assurance
Limited Assurance
No Assurance

Definition
There is a sound system of controls in place & those controls
are consistently applied & are fully effective. Control objectives
are fully met.
There is a sound system of control in place but some of the
controls are not consistently applied or fully effective. Control
objectives are largely achieved.
There is basically a sound system of control in place, but there
are weaknesses and evidence of non-compliance with or
ineffective controls. Control objectives are often achieved.
The system of control is weak & there is evidence of
non-compliance with controls that do exist. Control objectives
are sometimes achieved.
There is no system of control in place and control objectives are
rarely or never achieved.

Gordon Fletcher
Internal Auditor for the Council
Date: 13th May 2018
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INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT
1.
1.1.

Background
At the request of Councillor Tully a meeting was arranged between him and myself
on the 1st May 2018 to discuss possible concerns he had over the MIF payments and
Governance arrangement regarding the signing of cheques.

2.
2.1.

Findings
An investigation of the above was carried out on the 3rd May 2018.

2.2.

All 98 MIF (Members Initiative Fund) forms were examined for 2017/18 with the
following findings, 3 were cancelled and 1 not yet approved. Therefore 94 checked.

2.3.

There is a Grant and Donation (MIF) policy, which outlines the process to be
followed, along with the conditions of funding. One of the conditions state that a
funding monitoring report must be completed within 6 months of receiving the
funding.
Of the 94 forms examined 27 had not had a funding monitoring form returned
within the 6 months.

2.4.

On discussing this with the Town Clerk he stated that he was aware of this, but lack
of staff resources has prevented this being carried out.

2.5.

The Councillor proposing the project will be responsible for ensuring the necessary
information is provided through the full completion of a MIF form. Applications
proposed by any given Councillor will be assessed for eligibility by the RFO and
further reviewed by the Chair of the Council who both sign and date the form.
It was found that all forms had been signed by the RFO and the Chair, but the Chair
had not dated most of the forms.

2.6.

The MIF Application form is to be completed by the applicant and supported by a
Councillor or Councillors who should sign the form. Some of the forms had not been
signed by Councillors.

2.7.

Councillors must also declare any interest in the project by completing that part of the
form. This is the Councillors responsibility for declaring any interest, however
Councillors do not record on the form if they have no interest.

2.8.

On investigating the concern over the governance arrangements on signing cheques,
it was found that this referred to when new Councillor were elected last May 2017
and the Council required new bank signatories to sign payments, and this took some
time in completing the bank mandate form.

2.9

I understand from the Town Clerk that there had been difficulties in confirming the
new signatories with the bank for various reasons which I understand that Councillors
were aware of. The Town Clerk therefore had to make arrangements to ensure that
the Council could pay its bills and therefore a Councillor who was not elected but was
on the bank signatory list was asked to sign cheques. I understand that Councillors
approving the accounts were aware of this situation.

3.
3.1

Conclusions
Because of staff shortage Monitoring forms had not been completed for all MIF
applications according to procedures.
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3.2.

That some MIF forms had not been properly completed according to the MIF policy
and the terms of conditions of the grant i.e. Chair not dating forms and Councillors
not signing forms.

3.3.

It is not adequate arrangements for a Councillor who is not a cheque signatory to
sign cheques but efforts were made to update the bank date which took longer than it
should have. However, Councillors were aware of this situation (although not in the
minutes) and it was essential for the Council to pay its bills.

4.
4.1.

Recommendations
If MIF forms are not completed according to the policy and terms and conditions then
they should be returned, to the Councillor(s) supporting he application.

4.2.

The Chair should ensure that he dates as well as signing the forms.

4.3.

Monitoring forms be sent out as soon as possible.

4.4.

Councillors should state if they have no declaration of interest to make on the form as
well as declaring an interest.

4.5.

Internal audit to include in 2018/19 audit plan and review the above after 6 months.

Gordon Fletcher
Internal Auditor
Date:13th May 2018
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General Data Protection Regulation
Finance & GP Committee, 13th June 2018

Background
The Data Protection Act 1998 (as amended) was superseded by the Data Protection Act 2018 on
25th May 2018, which has implemented the provisions of the General Data Protection
Regulations, an EU wide directive controlling how data is handled by businesses and public
authorities.

Requirements - Data
The Council is required to:
1. Audit to map what data the Council holds; and
2. Where it came from;
3. Who it is shared with (if anyone);
4. How it is stored.
5. What the lawful basis for holding the information is;
6. How we have reviewed and recorded how we have asked for consent; and
7. How we evidence that we have asked for consent and how we give privacy
information;
8. How we communicate that people have a right of access to their own data

There are a number of other matters which do not apply to the Town Council relating to
automated decision making (credit scoring etc); rights of correction and appeal against data
held by the organisation etc.
This report is intended to provide the evidence that the Council has considered the
requirements of the new legislation and taken steps to ensure the requirements are met.
I have outlined details of the review and the actions taken to date below.
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Analysis
As a local Council, we do not hold records which relate to the general public. The information we
hold is as follows:
(i)

Staﬀ information. This is held predominantly in paper personnel files although
some correspondence with staﬀ members is stored in electronic form on the Town
Council's file server. It is not shared with anyone except relevant managers or HR
personnel as required. The server will be covered in more detail below.

(ii)

Councillor Information. The information that the Town Council holds on its
members beyond what is widely available to the public is very limited. It amounts
to some private contact information (emails, telephones) which are used as
preferred methods of contact with oﬃcers of the Council. Email addresses are
stored in our exchange server and phone numbers (where oﬃcers have been given
unpublished personal phone numbers) are stored in the oﬃcers' personal smart
phones. This personal information is not shared and a clear distinction is made
between private and publicly available information.
Public information. The information held by the Town Council relating to members
of the public falls into four categories:

(iii)

(a)

(b)

STC Website subscription list - the only information held is email addresses.
The Town Clerk has taken the decision to erase all the email addresses held
in our system rather than go through the process of seeking consent.
Civic Hall Mailing List - Names and addresses of people who have bought
tickets recently or requested to receive the Whats On guide from the Civic
Hall are held in a spreadsheet for twice yearly mailings. The spreadsheet
contains only names and addresses. When the next guide is sent out, a
sheet giving information about consent and privacy will be included asking
people to "opt out" of the mailings if they wish to do so.

MIFs and Grant Applications - This is the most sensitive category as these
can contain bank account information and information about the private
interests of the general public. This information is held in paper files in the
Town Council's lockable archive cupboard.
(d)
Unsolicited Information - The Council receives unsolicited communications
from the General Public from time to time where personal information is
provided (usually when the author believes they are communicating with the
County Council). In these instances, the emails or letters are deleted or
disposed of after being appropriately responded to.
Consent. It is clear that the Council holds limited data which is covered by the
Regulations. In respect of staﬀ and Councillor information, the consent is implicit in
the contract of employment and by taking oﬃce as a member of Council. In the
other instances actions have been taken to ensure that consent and privacy
information will not be an issue.
(c)

(iv)
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Data Security
The most significant aspect of the review has been to examine data security. The Town Council
stores information on a number of computers and has a number of devices deployed to members
of the council which could contain information covered by the regulations. The Town Clerk has
considered the risks and the following measures have been implemented:
(i)

E-mail - The Council uses a Microsoft Exchange server operated and maintained by
ITC Services in Washington for its email services. I have discussed upgrading the
server from an Exchange 2010 to an Exchange 2016 server which will improve
security. There will be a small amount of email downtime when this change is
implemented.

(ii)

Server - The Council runs a Microsoft Server 2012 R2 based file server in the oﬃce
which is backed up (for business continuity purposes) to ITC's servers in
Washington. I have agreed that we will improve the the backup process so that the
backups are encrypted and not in readable format on those servers. This will require
a small software subscription and will not cause any disruption to users.
Local Files - Staﬀ will be instructed to remove locally held files from their machines
and ensure that all data containing personal information is only stored on the server
to improve security and ensure that personal data is not accessed "accidentally" by
being stored on local machines.

(iii)

(iv)

Member iPads/ Staﬀ Laptops - All the iPads and laptops issued to members and
staﬀ have the ability to be remotely wiped if they are lost or stolen. I have given
consideration to full file encryption but believe it is taking a sledgehammer to crack a
walnut given the very limited amount of personal data which the council holds and
processes. There is very little information held on any staﬀ computer which could not
enter the public domain.

Next Steps
1.

Accountability
The Council must implement a Data Protection Policy which reflects the processes in place
to ensure that the requirements are met consistently. This was due to be provided with this
report but has not been completed. Staﬀ Training will be required to ensure that staﬀ in the
organisation recognise what information is controlled by the legislation and how to deal with
it appropriately. The policy must also include details of how it is regularly reviewed and how
eﬀective the process is.
There is in the legislation a requirement for public authorities to appoint an independent
Data Controller which would have been problematic and potentially expensive but
fortunately Parish and Town Councils were exempted from this requirement (unless they
have more than 250 employees) at the 11th hour before the Bill passed into law.
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When undertaking new activities, the Council must carry out a Data Protection Impact
Assessment (DPIA) which carries out a review similar to above for the new activity and
ensures that data security is built into any processes the Council builds. This would be
relevant if the Council takes on new functions (for example allotments).
2.

Management Responsibility
The Council and managers must demonstrate a commitment to support a positive culture of
Data Protection compliance. This is a matter members and oﬃcers must work together on
as the Council will often be provided with data covered by the Regulation in its decisionmaking capacity. The Clerk proposes to review the policy twice annually with a specific
DPIA produced for any Council activity which is likely to result in data being captured or
processed.

Report Author
Alan Shaw
Town Clerk
Stanley Town Council
alan.shaw@stanley-tc.gov.uk
01207 299109
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Privacy Policy
Data Protection Act 2018

1. Background
(a)

Part of moving towards compliance with General Data Protection Regulations is that
the Council should adopt a Privacy Policy and publish this on its website. It is
compliant with the requirements of the Data Protection Act 2018.

2. Privacy Policy
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)

This policy is provided by Stanley Town Council.
The data controller for your data is Stanley Town Council.
The Council will process some or all of the following personal data where necessary
to perform its tasks:
• Names,
• Titles,
• Aliases,
• Photographs,
• Dates of birth.
• Contact details such as addresses, email addresses, telephone numbers.
• Medical/health information, where necessary.
Where there is a financial relationship with the Council such as receipt of a grant or
payment for services we will keep and process financial identifiers such as bank
account numbers, claim numbers, BACS details and payment transaction identifiers.
Where you apply for employment with the Council we will process details of your
employment history, qualifications and references.
To comply with data protection law the personal data we hold must be:
• Used lawfully, fairly and in a transparent way.
• Collected only for valid purposes that we have clearly explained to you and not
used in any way not compatible with those purposes.
• Relevant to the purposes we have told you about and limited only to those
purposes.
• Accurate and kept up to date.
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(g)

• Kept only for as long as necessary for the purposes we have told you about.
• Kept and destroyed securely including ensuring that appropriate technical and
security measures are in place to protect your personal data from loss, misuse,
unauthorised access and disclosure.
We will use your personal data for some or all of the following purposes:
• To deliver public services including to understand your needs to provide the
services that you request and to understand what we can do for you and inform
you of other relevant services.
• To confirm your identity to provide some services.
• To contact you by post, email or telephone.
• To enable us to meet our legal and statutory obligations and powers including any
delegated functions.
• To prevent and detect fraud and corruption in the use of public funds and where
necessary for law enforcement.
• To promote the interests of the Council.
• To maintain our own accounts and records.
• To seek your views and comments.
• To notify you of events and invite you to attend.
• To notify you of changes to our facilities, services, events, staﬀ, councillors and
civic oﬃce holders.
• To send you communications which you have requested and that may be of
interest to you, including information about campaigns, appeals and new projects
or initiatives.
• To process relevant financial transactions including grants and payments for
goods and services supplied to the Council.
• To allow for the statistical analysis of data so we can plan the provision of
services.
• To ensure the Council meets its obligations in respect of safeguarding vulnerable
adults or children. Our processing may include the use of CCTV systems for the
prevention and prosecution of crime.

3. Legal basis for processing your personal data
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

The Council is a public authority and has certain powers and duties.
Most of your personal data is processed for compliance with a legal obligation
which includes the discharge of the Council’s statutory functions and powers.
Sometimes when exercising these powers or duties it is necessary to process
personal data of residents or people using the Council’s services.
We will always take into account your interests and rights. This Privacy Policy sets
out your rights and the Council’s obligations to you in detail. We may also process
personal data if it is necessary for the performance of a contract with you, or to take
steps to enter into a contract.
Where the use of your personal data requires your consent, we will seek this before
processing your data.

Rev 1.0 June 2018
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4. Sharing your personal data
(a)

(b)

(c)

The Council will implement appropriate security measures to protect your personal
data. The Council will share your data with third parties only where necessary.
Where this is the case, it will be notified on individual privacy notices.
How long do we keep your personal data? We will keep some records permanently if
we are legally required to do so. It is current best practice to keep financial records
for eight years to support HMRC audits or provide tax information. We have some
legal obligations to retain some data in connection without statutory functions. We
also retain historical data relating to the history of the town.
The Council is permitted to retain data in order to defend or pursue claims. In
general we will endeavour to keep data only for as long as we need it. This means
that we will delete it when it is no longer needed.

5. Your rights and your personal data
(a)

You have the following rights with respect to your personal data:
• The right to access personal data we hold on you.
• The right to correct and update the personal data we hold on you.
• The right to have your personal data erased except where we have a legal
obligation to retain it.
• The right to object to processing of your personal data or to restrict it to certain
purposes only.
• The right to data portability.
• The right to withdraw your consent to the processing at any time for any
processing of data to which consent was obtained.
• The right to lodge a complaint with the Information Commissioner’s Oﬃce.

6. Transfer of data abroad
The Council will not transfer your data abroad.

7. Further processing
(a)

(b)

If we wish to use your personal data for a new purpose, not covered in this policy,
then we will provide you with a privacy notice explaining the new use prior to
commencing the processing and setting out the relevant purposes and processing
conditions.
Where and whenever necessary, we will seek your prior consent to the new
processing.

Rev 1.0 June 2018
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8. Changes to this policy
We keep this policy under review and we will place any updates on the Council’s
website. This policy was last updated in June 2018.

9. Data Controller
The Data Controller for the Council is Alan Shaw, Town Clerk, who can be contacted
on 01207 299109, by email at alan.shaw@stanley-tc.gov.uk or by post:
Stanley Town Council,
Civic Hall,
Front Street,
Stanley,
DH9 0NA

10. Information Commissioner’s Oﬃce
To learn more about your rights please see the ICO website:
https://ico.org.uk/
If something goes wrong with your personal information, or you have questions
about how we use it, please contact Alan Shaw, Town Clerk, as above.
If we have not been able to deal with your complaint, you can also contact the
Information Commissioner's Oﬃce:
Wycliﬀe House,
Water Lane,
Wilmslow,
Cheshire
SK9 5AF
Telephone: 0303 123 1113 (local rate) or (+44) 1625 545 745 if calling from outside
the UK
Textphone Service 01625 545860 Fax: 01625 524 510
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Stanley Advice and Support Services - Proposal
The vision is for an integrated advice service offering in Stanley under a common Advice in County
Durham brand. The service will offer on a face to face basis a service offering initial advice and
casework, up to full representation across five days- Monday to Friday. This will be delivered from
The Venue and will be available between 10:00 to 16:00.
Proposal
Generalist Advice Service
Advice of a generalist nature will be provided by a volunteer led service across three days. This will
be delivered from The Venue and will be available between 10:00 to 16:00. It will cover Benefits,
Debt, Employment, Housing, Immigration, Consumer, Family, Health Discrimination and Education.
Management of the project will be provided by the Advice in County Durham Partnership, thus
reducing management costs and allowing resources to be concentrated on direct advice and support
provision. This will demonstrate that this is an Advice in County Durham servicer rather than a
collection of disparate providers.
Foodbank
The Foodbank will be in operation three days per week, providing food for families and individuals in
need from the area. It will make direct referrals to partners in the Advice in County Durham network
and offer a live same day referral for services in the building. The Foodbank will explore how it can
deliver emergency supplies on the days when it is not in operation and will report back to the Town
Council, with options and recommendations if possible.
Debt Advice
This will be available five days per week to available to provide advice to resolve debt issues. This
would be a full service with the advisers handling creditors, preparation of cases, negotiating
repayments and assisting with any insolvency options inclusive of Bankruptcy proceedings and Debt
Relief Orders. Clients will be supported in budgeting, income maximisation and in any crisis
situations such as potential eviction or bailiff action and completing court forms. The service will
need to be FCA accredited to casework level as otherwise it is not a legally compliant service.
An ability to provide home visits where appropriate for those with physical or mental health issues
will be explored, with a report back to the Town Council, with options and recommendations if
possible, within six months of the commencement of the contract
Welfare Rights
The service should offer an appointment based service to assist claimants who have experienced
issues with their benefits being stopped or changed and assess clients’ cases. Acting on the clients
behalf, assist with the claim form and prepare and then provide representation at appeal tribunal. A
review of this service will be undertaken with Welfare Rights about whether the nature of this
service, which has been funded before a more comprehensive level of foundation level welfare
benefits advice was provided in the town, should change, with it mainly focusing on representation
and complex casework for Stanley residents, with the generalist service assisting with benefits form
filling.
There will be a report back to the Town Council, with options and recommendations if possible,
within the first quarter of the commencement of the contract.
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Access to Legal Advice
There will be access to a solicitor who has a practising certificate which will enable the hub to give
legal advice if necessary.
Specialist Energy Advice (partnership service)
An energy advisor to be available upon referral to guide clients though debt write off, understanding
their bills, accessing energy help, switching, grants for boilers and other energy related support and
advice. Advice will not be limited to any individual supplier
Training
A training programme will be developed to be delivered to community venues to upskill individuals
and volunteers to access the relevant support services in the Stanley area. This will include the
ability to access the Advice in County Durham Partnership training sessions, network meetings and
referral system to access the relevant support services within the co-located advice services hub.
The training programme will be presented to the Town Council following a period of consultation
with the relevant advice and support services in the Stanley area.
Other locations in Stanley Town Council area
The service will be as inclusive as possible across the whole town council area utilising the Advice in
County Durham principles. All agencies in the area and all of the community venues will be given
access to basic training in advice and referral and an outreach service will be explored where a
trained caseworker could visit vulnerable clients in a local community venue or at their home. A
feasibility study will be undertaken and a report will be presented to the Town Council at the earliest
opportunity.
Digital Access
The new universal credit system offers fresh challenge to the people of Stanley. If appropriate we
will offer digital access in the advice hub in the town. This access will replicate “digital lounge”
concepts piloted elsewhere, which provides a volunteer in the room to provide help and assistance
when required and to refer into the advice service when required.
Monitoring
Advice in County Durham will report to the Projects & Initiatives Committee on a quarterly basis,
providing information about the number of clients seen, the types of cases being brought to the
service for resolution and demographic information about the clients' age ranges, home localities
etc. Exact performance indicators to be agreed in consultation with the Projects & Initiatives
Committee. This will be presented to the Town Council within one month of the funding being
agreed and reporting will be provided in written, digital and oral formats.
Flexibility
The service, through performance and other monitoring should be in a position to respond to
changes in the demand for services to ensure that the offer is as closely as possible catering for
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demand. The Partnership proposes a break clause should be inserted into the contact at the end of
each financial year to allow for any changes in service delivery due to changing demand.

Partnerships
Advice in County Durham will proactively engaged in building positive working relationships with
other statutory and third sector providers in the Stanley area, particularly those which are also
supported by Stanley Town Council, e.g. PACT House, Just for Women Centre, SHAID etc. and build
arrangements with these organisations to enable simple cross referral into each other’s services. To
this end, the Partnership will establish a Stanley Town Advice Forum which will meet on a bi-monthly
basis to improve partnership working and to encourage cross agency cooperation.
Added Value
Foodbank & Fuel Bank
These services are delivered by the Durham Foodbank, part of Durham Christian Partnership (DCP),
and is linked to the national Foodbank network supported by Trussell Trust. The foodbank also
dispenses fuel vouchers in partnership with Npower who fund the Fuel Bank. In 2017 in Stanley the
foodbank provided enough food to feed 887 people with 3 days of food and 674 in Annfield Plain.
There were 225 fuel vouchers provided in Stanley and 239 in Annfield Plain.The Foodbank is run by
30 volunteers across the two locations supported by staff and the centralised office and foodstore in
Chester-le-Street. The value of food distributed was £11,640 in Stanley and £8,846 in Annfield Plain
and £9,182worth of fuel in Stanley and £9,089 in Annfield Plain. The other costs of providing the
foodbank at Stanley (without rent) were £7,333 and £5,551 in Annfield Plain). The foodbank gets its
food and funding from donations and grants independent of Stanley Town Council so provides a
total of £51,643 value plus over 3,500 volunteer hours, signposting and listening support in the
Stanley area. Provision of the fuel vouchers is at the discretion of Npower who fund it, but they have
agreed to continue the scheme through 2018/19.
Debt Advice
CACD is able to contribute 0.6 FTE Debt Caseworker and an accompanying 0.3 FTE admin resource to
the Stanley Advicehub .These are funded through the Money Advice Service and are FCA accredited
as well as holding the Advice Quality Standard to debt caseworker level. Based on 2017/18 figures
we would expect this service to be able to help 242 unique clients and deliver £750,000 in financial
gains for the clients, mainly in debts written off and income gains. This service would cost £31,206
per annum to fund but as it is funded by the MAS, it is free.
Welfare Rights
As identified in the specification, the Welfare Rights offer, is a partnership service funded through
the AAP. It is currently worth £10,000 in added value, as well as the additional value that is provided
by access to the wider Welfare Rights service which in certain circumstances may permit access to
home visiting services, access to specialist Welfare Rights support services and training.
Specialist Energy Advice
Like other partnership services, this is not envisaged to be funded by the Town Council but housed in
the centre.
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DCP have facilitated a representative from Npower to come in and deliver energy advice 1 day a
week at the Venue. This service takes referrals from the food bank and drop-in clients and has
helped a number of people, in the last year. The match funding of the project is estimated at £5,000
plus rent.
CACD have funding for energy switching equal to £1,200 through the energy best deal extra
programme and have a worker under the warm homes fund and an additional energy caseworker
funded through AiCD. These could come into the hub on a weekly basis when required. The match
funding here is £5,000 and would generate gains to residents of about £20,000 in savings on bills and
energy efficiency.
Training
The Partnership bring the training programme from Advice in County Durham to the Stanley area.
AiCD will provide 12 training sessions. The match funding value of this is difficult to quantify but for
Welfare Rights sessions, with 16 attendees per session, the cost would be £50 per voluntary
organisation and £100 per non voluntary organisation. Therefore, for 12 Welfare Rights sessions, the
matched cost could be a minimum of £9,600 and a maximum of £19,200.
Oversight
The alignment of the management service should provide assurance that the service provision will
be coordinated, consistent and client focused. It will be delivered according to an action plan which
with objectives and outcomes agreed with the Town Council. This will be provided to the Town
Council upon agreement of the funding and will be developed and updated as the service
progresses. An outline of the proposed action plan is attached.
Budget
The above will be delivered on the premise that a £50,000 budget is available. At present, the level
off each element of advice will be limited by virtue of the fact that from that £50,000 rent and other
sundry costs such as publicity materials, stationary, volunteer costs will have to be funded from that
amount. This will limit the provision of paid for services. The Town Council is asked to consider, in
light of the added value provided, raising the amount available to £60,000, to cover these costs and
to maximise the availability of more specialist advice provision.

Costings
Generalist advice session - 3 days per week

Cost to Stanley TC of 3 day service
*cost of supervisor 3 days a week
Volunteer training
officer and recruitment
(2 days a week)

£28,000
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*To provide 30 hours per week Money Advice this will be a reduction in staffing of 16 hours per
week

Advisors' salaries &
employment costs
Staff management and
supervision
Mileage
Postage
Stationery / printing
Insurance
Mobile phones and land line
CMA affiliation
Licence to practice
Publicity, miscellaneous and
contingency
Training - staff and
volunteers
Computer Equipment

Total

£17,254
£1,300
£400
£750
£150
£300
£300
£995
£320

1 Vol

£310 trained
£300

£22,379

This holistic service which will be a 5 day service with a dedicated generalist service, debt advice,
foodbank and welfare benefits service will run at a cost of £50,379 in addition there is also the rental
of The Venue which is the current premises advice hub at a rental of £7500 per annum
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Meeting
Date

Minute
Ref

Lead
Oﬃcer

Agenda Item

Action

Date Complete Notes

27.03.18

301

Alan
Shaw

12 - Civic Hall Fees and Implement new fees and charges for 2018/19
Charges

New fees agreed by Council on 27/3/18 and
implemented

27.03.18

300

Alan
Shaw

11 - Draft SLA for
Warden Service

Negotiate service with DCC

Meeting held with DCC, Spec is agreed and
rollout of service is planned for Mid July

27.03.18

299

Alan
Shaw

10 - Events
Specification

Move forward and advertise for partners to
bring bids to Council

Uploaded to Contract Finder website. Deadline
for submissions is 19th May 2018. Submissions
received, report and decision pending

27.03.18

296

Nicola
7 - Recommendations
James & of Committee Meetings
Alan
Shaw

Inform grant applicants of decisions, send
oﬀer letter and arrange for payment

Nicola informed applicants 29.03.18 Oﬀer letters
to follow

13.03.18

265

James
Harper

12 - Louisa Morrison
Memorial

Apply for faculty to have the memorial stone
moved to the Louisa site in Stanley

Consultation period for faculty application expires
on 26/4/18 and will be submitted. Awaiting the
outcome of the faculty application

13.03.18

263

James
Harper

10 - War Memorial

Working Group to be convened to identify
whether there is public support.

Request for meeting with working group sent on
18-3-18, no meeting yet arranged, to be re-sent.

13.03.18

261

James
Harper

8 - Events Specification

Assessment criteria to be added to and
revised spec submitted to Council on 27.03.18

Spec agreed on 27/3/18

23.01.18

252

Alan
Shaw

13 - Budget and
Precept (Part B)

Implement staﬃng structure (including
wardens service and TUPE of GWNE staﬀ)

Staﬀ meetings held between 24.01.18 and
29.01.18. Initial meetings held with HR advisor on
31.01.18. Outline of the restructure process
circulated to members on 9.2.18. Initial drafts of
new JDs done 6.2.18. Discussions with HR re:
JDs on-going. Context statement and JDs on
Agenda for 24th April for approval. Coﬀee shop
staﬀ given notice and due to finish on 10th May
2018. GWNE staﬀ have been transferred. Staﬀ
consultation due to begin for implementation.

23.01.18

250

Alan
Shaw

10 - Budget and
Precept (Part A)

Submit precept demand

23.01.18

249

James
Harper

9 - Stanley in Bloom

Jointly manage the Stanley In Bloom
campaign with DCC

Meeting held with DCC on 16.2.18. Report to be
brought to P&I Committee for 13.3.18. Report to
be submitted to P&I in May. Decision taken to
defer to 2019/20

23.01.18

248

Alan
Shaw/
James
Harper

8 - Recommendations
of Committee Meetings

Environmental Cleanup team to be brought in
house

Meeting held with Groundwork and notice given.
Work underway to secure lease vehicles and
uniform and to agree inventory of equipment for
transfer. Premises and storage issue outstanding.
Staﬀ TUPEd across on 23rd April

23.01.18

248

Alan
Shaw

8 - Recommendations
of Committee Meetings

Police Cars - to be forward funded over three
years

23.01.18

248

Alan
Shaw

8 - Recommendations
of Committee Meetings

Stars YC - Detailed plan to be submitted
before the end of the financial year

Requested update on 16-3-18 and chased on
18-4-18

28.11.17

187

Alan
Shaw

8 - Recommendations
of Committee Meetings

Dying to work Policy. Implement Policy and
contact TUC to publicise

Initial contact made with TUC date to be arranged
for publicity.

07.11.17

154

Alan
Shaw

5 - Request from the
Just for Women Centre

The Town Council will seek to purchase the
property at no more than the maximum price
agreed

Building purchased. JFW have occupied

24.10.17

148

Alan
Shaw

11 - Stanley Council
Oﬃces

Notify DCC that the Town Council intends to
withdraw from the purchase of the building on
the current terms

24.10.17

148

Alan
Shaw

11 - Stanley Council
Oﬃces

Liaise with DCC and express our desire to see
the building restored in the medium term, with
a focus on the use of the building as a
heritage asset for the town

To be actioned following restructure (13.03.18)

24.10.17

148

11 - Stanley Council
Oﬃces

Research into possible sources of funding,
with the assistance of suitably qualified and
experienced fund raisers who can identify
sources and prepare bids for external funding

To be actioned following restructure (13.03.18)

24.10.17

145

Alan
Shaw

8 - Medium Term Plan

In consultation with the Chairman of Finance,
prepare an outline 3 year delivery timeline and
indicative budget estimates for the delivery of
the plan

28.11.17

Done

24.10.17

144

Alan
Shaw

7 - Recommendations
of Finance &
Governance

Adapt the Cirencester Standing Orders and
amend our own SO’s accordingly

24.10.17

Done

24.10.17

140

Nicola
James

3 - Town Mayors
Announcements

Date for OAP Christmas Dinner to be emailed
to Members

10.11.17

Done

26.09.17

120

Alan
Shaw

11 - Civic Regalia

The Town Clerk look into the costs for
purchasing Civic Regalia for the Town Mayor’s
consort and the Deputy Town Mayor and
report findings to FC

24.01.18

16.03.18

30.10.17

Done

Invoice received and process for lease of vehicles

Done

Outstanding
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Meeting
Date

Minute
Ref

Lead
Oﬃcer

Agenda Item

Action

Date Complete Notes

26.09.17

118

James
Harper

9 - Recommendations
of Projects & Initiatives

Christmas - Oﬃcers be instructed to deliver
the event in line with that outlined in the draft
specification

6.12.17

Event delivered in accordance with spec

26.09.17

118

Alan
Shaw

9 - Recommendations
of Finance &
Governance

MIF Policy - A working group be established
to review the current policy and bring
recommendations to FC

24.10.17

Policy reviewed and amended

26.09.17

118

James
Harper

9 - Recommendations
of Finance &
Governance

DBS Checks - Council should implement a
policy of compulsory DBS checks for elected
members in line with DCC policy and ID cards
be purchased for members and staﬀ

Outstanding - Tasked J Harper with delivery
12.2.18

26.09.17

118

Nicola
James

9 - Recommendations
of Finance &
Governance

ID Cards to be purchased for members and
staﬀ

Done

25.07.17

76

Alan
Shaw/
James
Harper

7 - Recommendations
of Projects & Initiatives

Louisa Memorial - DCC should be asked for a
licence to have the stone relocated to Annfield
Plain Park

Permissions have been obtained for both
locations, however the matter is still not resolved.
On agenda for 27.2.18

25.07.17

76

James
Harper

7 - Recommendations
of Projects & Initiatives

Armed Forces Day - 2018 planning should
begin immediately

Ongoing.

25.07.17

76

James
Harper

7 - Recommendations
of Projects & Initiatives

Christmas - A specification should be
produced for the Christmas Light switch on
event and that bids are invited from outside
providers

Draft spec on agenda for 27.2.18

27.06.17

45

James
Harper

7 - Recommendations
of Projects & Initiatives

The two surplus tractors be donated to
Beamish FC and Annfield Plain FC

27.06.17

45

Alan
Shaw

7 - Recommendations
of Projects & Initiatives

An extra-ordinary meeting of Council be
scheduled to consider medium term planning
in detail

23.11.17

Both tractors handed over.
Meeting was not held , MTP was completed
through P&I process in November 2017.

